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Abstract: The pseudoscience known as iridology makes the unsubstantiated claim that it can identify
medical disorders by examining the iris, the colored portion of the eye. Iridology does not provide a
reliable means of diagnosis, and there is no scientific proof to back up its claims. To find patterns
that are connected to particular medical conditions, computerized iris analysis software may need to
examine thousands of iris images. A method of iridology known as Computer-Aided Iridology (CAI)
uses software to study the iris. CAI still is not a medically accepted diagnostic technique and is not
any more trustworthy than conventional iridology. Applying technology in medical science had a
great impact on diagnosing diseases. Decision making is the most critical task in computer-aided
applications. Computer vision and deep learning make this task more accurate and are widely used
in many applications, mainly in diagnosing diseases. The methodologies, data acquisition source,
and volume of data used for both training and testing in the pre-diagnosis of human organs utilizing
iris patterns are thoroughly studied. Understanding its limitations allows researchers to concentrate
on creating and evaluating improvements in technology that could boost its accuracy and usefulness.
Iridology has been considered as having no use for years and becomes effective when combined with
technology. This study includes various technical factors used in iridology for the pre-diagnosing
of diseases. Recognizing the limitations of iridology allows healthcare providers to avoid errors in
diagnosis and prevent individuals from undergoing redundant procedures or therapies based solely
on iridology assessments.
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1. Introduction

Iridologists frequently make diagnoses based on personal assessments of iris patterns
and colors. Due to this subjective nature, it is prone to bias and error, since various
professionals might come to distinct conclusions when investigating the same iris. Because
it does not follow the scientific approach, lacks controlled research, and is unable to offer
reliable diagnoses, many doctors consider it a pseudoscience. Iridologists frequently make
contradictory assertions about the meaning of specific iris characteristics. One practitioner
might state that a specific iris marking represents a particular health issue, while another
could interpret this in different ways. This lack of standardization erodes iridology’s
credibility even more. Needle phobia is a type of anxiety condition that affects between
3.5% and 10% of the entire population [1]. Those suffering from the illness frequently avoid
medical care that involves needles, potentially leading to greater health concerns. Iridology
may be the best choice for such people.

Iridology is surrounded by skepticism because there is little solid scientific evidence
to back up its claims, which limits its application in real life until it is combined with
cutting-edge technological approaches. According to skeptics, iridology may cause false
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positives, which signal a problem when there is not one, and false negatives, which fail to
identify a health issue that already exists. Its practical utility in healthcare is called into
question because of this unreliability. It is an intriguing idea that iridology might benefit
more from being combined with cutting-edge technology [2].

1.1. Overview of Iridology

The eyes do not serve as a light source for the body; rather, they are organs that
receive and process light to allow for vision. The iris has a diameter of 12 to 13 millimeters
and a thickness of three-tenths of a millimeter. Iridology mainly comprises three types
of signs: curved structures that can be found in the stroma, pigments, and vessels. It
is a supplementary medicine that examines structures, colors, and other iris features to
determine the condition [3]. The brain and nervous system link the iris to all the tissues
and organs in the body. Nature has equipped us with a small monitor that shows the most
distant parts of the body via nerve reflex reactions in this way [4]. The iridology chart in
Figure 1 shows the connections between the organs and the iris.
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Researchers and iridologists can only analyze a single section of the iris to determine
the state of that organ [5]. The iris, when considering the chart used by iridologists, is
separated into seven equal rings that are further divided into 60 zones, each of which
is related to an organ. For instance, to know the status of the heart, the region to be
considered is in the left iris between the 2 o’clock and 3 o’clock positions. Since it cannot
identify the majority of current illnesses, it has long been thought to be of little utility. With
high-resolution cameras and computer-aided decision-support systems, iridology can be
considered as an alternative method of pre-diagnosis without harm.

Any computer-aided system, including CAI, is highly dependent on the accuracy of
the input data. Iridology’s initial data, or iris images, are naturally arbitrary because they
require interpretation by humans. The software will produce incorrect results if the input
data is inaccurate or biased. Similar to traditional iridology, CAI software struggles with
inconsistent iris pattern interpretations. It is challenging to reach an agreement among
practitioners and the software itself because there are no standardized guidelines for
interpreting iris images, which results in a variety of frequently contradictory diagnoses [6].
Medical professionals in the mainstream do not recognize CAI as a reliable diagnostic
tool. It is not accepted within evidence-based medicine because it has not undergone the
stringent testing and validation required.

There are several causes for the revival of iridology practice. The emergence of
alternative medicine is a general term for medical procedures that do not fall under the
purview of traditional medicine. One kind of Complementary and Alternative Medicine
(CAM) practice is iridology. Iridology has seen a resurgence in attention as CAM has grown
in popularity in recent years [7]. On the internet, people may now discover iridologists and
learn more about iridology.
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1.2. Challenges

Iridology is discussed on numerous websites and online discussion boards, which
has aided in spreading knowledge about the discipline. Many people who are interested
in alternative treatment approaches see it as a natural therapy. Still, the following chal-
lenges exist:

i. The notion that a person’s iris may be utilized to identify particular medical disorders
is unsupported by scientific research.

ii. Iridology chart reading is a subjective process that varies from practitioner to
practitioner.

iii. It might be challenging to spot the small changes in the iris that are allegedly linked
to health issues.

iv. Even seasoned iridologists make imprecise diagnoses.

2. Materials

The following data sources were used in pre-diagnoses:

i. Patients’ medical histories, lab results, and all other diagnostic information included
in patient records.

ii. Various tools, such as digital cameras, slit lamps, and fundus cameras, were used to
take iris images.

iii. Genetic information: this includes details about the patient’s DNA that could be used
to pinpoint genetic risk factors for particular diseases.

The computer may need to be trained on a sizable dataset of iris images and medical
records to perform machine learning. Certain images lose quality due to a lack of texture as
well as poor resolution. It would not retain these features in non-ideal or slightly loosened
image capture circumstances. Capturing the iris with a high-resolution camera helps to
diagnose more accurately. Because of the iris’s tiny size, it fails to detect the distinguishing
characteristics, necessitating extreme accuracy. Certain image-capturing devices used by
various researchers and the resolution of the image used are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Data-collection devices.

Year Data-Collection Device Resolution

2023 Nikon D3300 DSLR camera 6000 × 4000

2022 Digital Camera 0–255 pixels

2020 Slit lamp device -

2019 12.8-megapixel back-illuminated camera -

2018 Digital camera (1.75 m pixel resolution,
0.5 × digital zoom, and LED flash) -

According to iridology, only the specific region is to be analyzed. The task of iris local-
ization is critical, as it always serves as an essential component in Information Technology
applications [8]. The patients were surveyed about regarding their diabetic complication
types, methods of supervision, and their levels of diabetic retinal degeneration (if they
existed) for further research as part of the project “Finding Informative Regions in Iris
Images for Predicting Diabetes”. The corresponding dataset is available at the URL given
in [9].

3. Methodology

Iridology becomes a potent tool in the pre-diagnosis of diseases when combined with
cutting-edge technology, with a focus on illnesses like heart disease. This groundbreaking
investigation delves deeply into the complex technical elements that enable and enhance
the effectiveness of this integration. The iris can be captured in incredibly fine detail using
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modern digital cameras and imaging methods [10]. This degree of accuracy is necessary for
reliable analysis. AI systems can analyze iris patterns using machine learning algorithms
at a scale and speed that are simply not possible for human analysts [11]. These systems
recognise subtle heart disease risk factors and anticipate potential problems long before
the classic symptoms appear. AI systems can evaluate iris patterns on a scale and with
precision by using machine learning algorithms. In deep learning, to build a model, training
a network and making predictions on new data are crucial steps. The phases include image
quality, contrast, intensity, image enhancement, transformation, and deciding which area
of the image to view. This improves the initial image’s brightness and decides on an
effective outcome.

Iridologists claim the lower portion of the iris close to the pupil represents the heart.
To evaluate the condition of the heart, they observe changes in this region’s color, texture,
and indications [6]. For instance, a cloudy or dark iris here could indicate heart disease. A
weak or paper-thin iris may also indicate heart issues. Other indications of heart disease
may also be sought by iridologists, such as the presence of iris crypts as small pits in the iris
or iris furrows as ridges in the iris. The proposed study’s goal is to examine the technical
factors used in iridology for disease prediction.

3.1. Image Pre-Processing

Based on the quality of the data and the methodology used, the steps in pre-processing
may be skipped. Some studies claim that the dataset under consideration plays a major
role in determining the data pre-processing strategy to use, while other research claims
that the choice should be made based on research. The various technical methods that are
available for analyzing iris patterns are shown in Figure 2.
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3.2. Filtering an Image

This modifies the pixel density of an image to transform it into its intended shape
by utilizing various visual editing techniques used by graphic designers and program
editors [12].

3.3. RGB to Grayscale

To decrease the complications of computers, an image must be converted to grayscale.
During this conversion, the hue and saturation are removed by holding the luminance.

3.4. Image Detection

Computer vision uses the object-detection technique to find occurrences of things in
pictures. To retrieve an object, there are several deep learning and machine learning tech-
niques available. Here, an image of the iris should be detected. In most of the applications,
it combines localization and classification.
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3.5. Image Segmentation

In iridology, segmentation entails dividing the iris into several zones or regions, each of
which is thought to represent a different organ or bodily system. These zones correspond to
various body parts, including the heart, liver, kidneys, etc. It is believed that by examining
particular iris regions, professionals can evaluate the health of corresponding organs or
systems. For instance, a certain marking in a particular iris segment might be interpreted
as a sign of a heart condition. The entire image after detection is segmented or masked so
that the required segments alone are examined instead of the entire image. By keeping the
precise resolution, the iris image-segmentation technique attempts to normalize the image
in a novel way [13].

3.6. Localization

Drawing the bounding box on the region of interest is known as localization. Predicting
various coordinates helps to identify the region of interest.

3.7. Normalization

Normalization in iridology refers to the process of attempting to spot variations in
what is considered a normal or healthy iris pattern. A few variations in iris patterns are
linked to potential health problems, according to practitioners. This entails contrasting the
iris’s observed characteristics with a reference set of iris patterns that are thought to be
indicative of health. It is believed that variations in this reference pattern may be a sign of
potential health issues. In particular, when the ranges of the characteristics are diverse, the
normalization procedure’s objective is to prevent the influence of a few of the examined
features from masking that of others. For two images of the same iris obtained under
different conditions to display discernible traits at equal spatial places, normalization must
yield iris regions with the same fixed dimensions [14].

3.8. Contrast Enhancement

Image contrast enhancement is a technique for increasing the contrast quality of
intensity variations in a picture. High-performance image-enhancing algorithms improve
system efficiency dramatically [15].

3.9. Feature Extraction

Features in iridology refer to the physical traits or qualities seen in the iris, such as
hues, patterns, lines, spots, and other distinctive markings [16]. For instance, specific
pigmentations or variations in iris fibers may be interpreted as warning signs for potential
health issues. Iridologists frequently base their evaluations and diagnoses on features.
The same feature may be interpreted differently by different practitioners, resulting in
differences in their assessments.

3.10. Constructing a Model

To create new diagnostic tools that may be more accurate than iridology, computer-
vision deep learning methods are being used. The patterns and hues of the iris can be
examined using these methods in much greater detail compared to using the human
eye [17]. The goal of feature extraction is to quantify each pixel’s characteristics, such as
medians, standard deviations, coefficients of variations, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR),
etc. Additionally, they are frequently used to spot patterns that are hidden from view.
Computer-aided applications, particularly those used in medical diagnosis, require decision
making as a key component. The pixel ratio aids in categorization. Various classifiers and
their accuracies are described in Table 2.
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Table 2. Processes and statistical detail used in Iridology assisted by computers.

Year Image Pre-Processing Feature
Extraction Data Source Total Data Used Accuracy %

2023
Iris localization—

Daugman’s Integral D
Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT)

Nikon D3300
198

104—Normal
93

DSLR camera 94—Abnormal

2022 Filtering—Gaussian filter GLCM
India Institute Delhi

Database (IITD) 50
27—Normal

95.96
23—Abnormal

2022

RGB to Gary scale

GLCM Digital camera 250
125—Normal

Linear—87Edge detection and Circle
Hough Transform

Normalization Polynomial
kernal—89

125—Abnormal Gaussian
kernel—91

2020
Daugman’s circular edge

detection operator GLCM Slit lamp device 40
15—Normal

81
25—Abnormal

2019 CLAHE PCA From the previous
researcher

110
55—Normal

95.45
55—Abnormal

2018 CLAHE
PCA From the previous

researcher
90

40—Normal PCA—90

GLCM 50—Abnormal GLCM—77.5

2018 CLAHE PCA 90 92.5

To find patterns that are connected to particular medical conditions, computerized
iris analysis software may need to examine thousands of iris images. However, the sheer
amount of data can make it challenging for computers to independently make wise deci-
sions. Healthcare professionals can use computer-aided applications, such as diagnostic
algorithms powered by artificial intelligence (AI), to make diagnoses that are more accurate
and trustworthy [18]. These tools examine a sizable amount of patient data, such as imaging
studies, laboratory findings, and patient histories, to spot patterns and anomalies that may
be difficult for humans to detect. Despite their extensive training, healthcare professionals
are still susceptible to mistakes brought on by cognitive biases or fatigue. By providing
objective data, computer-aided applications help reduce these errors.

3.11. Limitations

Understanding the limitations and pseudoscientific nature of iridology is critical
when discussing its potential integration with technology for enhanced diagnoses [19]. To
guarantee accuracy and reliability, any integration with technology should be subjected to
the same high standards of evidence as mainstream medical practices. Relying on iridology
assessments without solid scientific support may result in postponed or ineffective medical
treatment, potentially jeopardizing patient health. Integrating technology into iridology
requires an open and critical mind [20].

4. Conclusions

The footpath of iridology began 3000 years ago in various countries like China, India,
and Egypt as reported in archaeological data. It is included as a substitute for diagnosing
diseases that are scientifically not proven. Even though iridology is considered harmful
and useless, many researchers have proven its accuracy in predicting a disease at between
80–97%. It depends on the quality of the data captured or the pre-processing mechanism
applied to it and the methodology used to classify. It is quite a challenging and interesting
task to determine if any disease can be pre-diagnosed with a scan.
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